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No important changes were observed in the levels of rental
rates during Q1 2013. The active development of street retail segment may be anticipated due to the slowdown of new supply increase paces, which began in 2012 and were preserved at the
beginning of 2013, as well as due to the announced plans for international retail chains delivery to the Russian market.

The trend of surpass of office premises uptake volumes over
new supply delivery volumes, characteristic of the market of high
-quality office premises in the Moscow Region during the past
years, may change the development vector in 2013. The increase of new supply in Q1 2013 amounted to approx 200
thous. sq.m, which was higher than the analogous index of Q1
2012 more than by 50%. In the short term a further increase of
new supply is expected.

The main trend in both Moscow and regional retail real estate
markets in Q1 2013 was the preservation of high business activity:
the construction of suspended during the crisis projects was resumed, new large projects of regional and superregional scale
were actively announced. It may be forecasted that many projects
will be reconsidered and cancelled as new projects are entering
the market, which will in its turn cause the strengthening of the
competition, that is why no abrupt explosion of retail real estate
supply is expected in the market.

Consequently, at the end of Q1 2013 the aggregate volume
of high-quality supply in the office real estate market of the Moscow Region accounted for about 12.03 mln. sq.m. Business activity in the market of purchase and rent of high-quality office
premises was rather moderate in Q1. By the results of Q1 2013
the share of vacant premises constituted 9% in “A” class, and 10
-12% in “B” class.

The opening of the Novotel Moscow City hotel in MIBC Moscow
-City, as well as the first capsule hotel Sleepbox Hotel Tverskaya
took place during Q1 2013. As a result, the hotel fund of the city
increased by 410 rooms. Accor group property—Novotel Moscow
City—confirms a new trend of the hotel market of Moscow: the
opening of business hotels takes place in conjunction with large
office centers and business districts of the city, which makes it
possible for them to achieve high indices of operational indices.

In Q1 2013 the growth of rental rates reached 2-3%, up to
7% in the most liquid projects. In general, the growth of rates will
be at the level of 1-3% per quarter, the final growth of the average rental rate for office real estate will reach the forecasted 1012% till the end of the year. At the end of Q1 2013 the average
rental rate amounted to $1, 000 in “A” class, $750 in “B+” class,
$570 per sq.m in “B-” class per year. OPEX for the period under
consideration reached $50-$300 per sq.m per year for “A” class
premises; $75-$145—for “B+”, “B-” classes.

As far as new projects are concerned, it was reported in Q1
2013 about three new hotels in the Moscow Region. Thus, InterContinental Hotels Group company plans to open a hotel under
Holiday Inn brand with the capacity of 250 rooms in Nagatino iLand business park. Another two new hotels under international
operators’ management were announced near Sheremetievo (The
Radisson Blu hotel for 379 rooms, the opening will take place in
2014) and Vnukovo (Four Points by Sheraton for 250 rooms, the
opening will tale place in 2016) airports.

During Q1 2013 no large professional retail center was
opened in Moscow. Therefore, the supply level of high-quality
retail real estate remained unchanged since the end of 2012 and
accounted for 6.33 mln. sq.m of the total area (the rentable
area—3.2 mln. sq.m). A benchmark event for the Moscow market was the adopted by the Moscow Government decision about
the cancellation of an underground retail and entertainment center with the total area of 120, 000 sq.m on the square of Paveletsky station.

During Q1 2013 the supply of hotel rooms under international
operators’ management increased by 334 rooms in regional cities
due to the opening of two hotels in Sochi. It was reported about
joint plans of InterContinental Hotels Group and Russian hotel
chain company to build a chain of 15 hotels under Holiday Inn
Express chain till 2019.

During Q1 2013 the Russian market saw two new international brands. Thus, the opening of the first in Russia Japan
chain of Noodles restaurants Marugame in one of the most
popular retail corridors of a restaurant profile—Pyatnitskaya
street took place in February. Moreover, the opening of Dutch
Jewelry chain Trollbeads took place in February. The store was
opened in REC Atrium, further on the company plans to open
flagman stores in St.-Petersburg and regional million-plus cities.
Large Russian retail operators also preserve high market activity: it was reported in February about the purchase of a land plot
in Solnechnogorsk region of the Moscow Region by Lenta company for the construction of a hypermarket.

Continuing growth of the main operational indices may be
noted as the main trend of the hotel market of Moscow in Q1
2013. The occupancy of upper segment hotels constituted 7075%, of the market on the whole—about 65%. RevPAR exceeded
4, 000 rub. in the upper segment of the market.
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Dynamics of supply volumes, mln.sq. m

The trend of office premises uptake volumes surpass over
new supply delivery volumes characteristic of the market of
high-quality office premises of the Moscow Region in last years,
may change its development vector in 2013. The increase of
new supply in Q1 2013 amounted to about 200 thous. sq.m,
which was higher than the analogous index of Q1 2012 more
than by 50%. In the short term a further increase of new supply
is expected. The aggregate volume of office areas, the construction of which was announced in 2012 amounted to more
than 1 mln. sq.m, which was higher than the index of last year
by 14%. Thus, the delivery of several new large business centers is scheduled for Q2 2013: BP “Kantry Park III” (27, 800
sq.m), MFC “Park Pobedi 32” (23, 500 sq.m), etc.

Source: Blackwood Company data

• Hals-Development Company presented another project in

At the end of Q1 2013 the aggregate volume of high-quality
supply in the office real estate market of the Moscow Region
constituted 12.03 mln. sq.m.

MIBC Moscow-City—MFC “IQ-Quarter”, the total area of
office premises in which will reach 110 thous. sq.m. (the
total area of the complex—228 thous. sq.m).

Business activity in the market of high-quality office premises rent and purchase was rather high in Q1. And the vacancy
level did not go through considerable changes due to the increase of new supply. Thus, by the results of Q1 2013 the
share of vacant premises accounted for 9% in “A” class, for 1012% in “B” class.

• KP Properties announced the construction of MFC
“Demidov” on the territory of a business quarter “Krasnaya
Roza 1875”. The overall area of the complex constitutes 31,
850 sq.m, moreover, the complex will envisage developed
infrastructure.

• Enka RC begins the construction of a large multifunctional

The projects, the construction of which was announced in
Q1 2013, included:

complex (Kuntsevo Plaza) near Molodezhnaya metro station. The project includes a retail center, office premises,
apartments and a parking. The office component in the
complex is moderate and constitutes about 5 thous. sq.m.

• Urban Planning and Land Commission approved the construction project of a BC in Grafsky per. by GC BIN. The
BC will be located on the land plot of 2.39 ha, measuring
100 thous. sq.m., and will include an underground parking
for 700 parking lots. Moreover, GC BIN announced the construction of a business center in the Varshavskoe highway.
The total area of the complex will constitute 140 thous.
sq.m.
Some projects announced for construction in Q1 2013
Developer/ Investor

Name

Location

Total area

KP Properties

MFC Demidov

11 Timura Frunze, bld. 49

31, 850 sq.m

GC BIN
GC BIN

BC

Grafsky per.

100, 000 sq.m

BC

25a Varshavskoe highway

140, 000 sq.m

Enka RC

MFC Kuntsevo PLaza

19 Yartsevskaya str.

4, 600 sq.m

Hals Development

MFC IQ-Quarter

MIBC Moscow-City

110, 000 sq.m

Source: Blackwood Company data

which is confirmed by authorization of redevelopment of industrial zones, as well as by the support of reconstruction of mansions via provision of long-term favorable conditions for rent.
Such steps will in the long-term facilitate the complex development of territories, which will be favourable for the city outlook
improvement.

On the whole, the office real estate market continues its
evolutionary development way. Due to the restriction of new
construction in the central part of the city developers, on the
one hand, will continue to actively develop area beyond the
Third Ring Road, on the other hand, will focus their attention on
the redevelopment of existing properties and industrial zones.
The city government is ready to contribute to such initiatives,

Департамент Консалтинга, Аналитики и Исследований www.blackwood.ru / E-mail: research@blackwood.ru
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Demand
Structure of demand for rent of office premises by class of
buildings

In Q1 2013 buyers’ and tenants’ activity in the office real
estate market of the Moscow Region was estimated at a high
level, a vast number of large lease transactions, as well as several investment purchases were announced during three
months.
The total volume of office areas uptake amounted to approx
180 thous. sq.m in Q1 2013, which almost doubled in comparison with the analogous index of the past year.
68% of all the incoming requests to Blackwood Company in
Q1 2013 were for the rent of premises, and 32% - for the purchase.

Structure of demand for rent of office premises by metric
area

The leaders in the structure of demand for rent, depending
on class of a property in Q1 2013 were “A” and “B+” class offices. The structure of demand for the rent of high-quality office
premises by metric area confirmed the trend of the past year:
buyers’ demand was refocused towards large office units.
Thus, office blocks of more than 500 sq.m were of the highest
demand in the rental segment, which accounted for 72% of the
total number of incoming requests to the company. It should be
noted that this trend was characteristic of the decentralized
business centers, the highest demand in the Central Business
District was focused on the premises of 200-500 sq.m.

Structure of demand for purchase of office premises by
class of buildings

The structure of demand for the purchase of offices by metric area was distributed more evenly in the sale and purchase
segment. Buyers were interested in units of different areas in
Q1 2013. However, more and more popular trend of a purchased premise increase should be noted. Thus, the leaders in
the structure of demand for the purchase of premises in Q1
2013 were the units of more than 1, 500 sq.m (37% of the aggregate number of requests).
The leader in the structure of demand for the purchase of
offices was “A” class, which accounted for about 17% of requests, “B+” class ranked second (14% of the total volume of
incoming requests).

Structure of demand for purchase of office premises by
metric area

The following trends are expected in 2013:

• The enhancement of demand decentralization trend;
• The ascending character of the market participants’ business activity;

• The increase of a number of transactions under preliminary
Source: incoming requests to Blackwood Company in Q1 2013 .

agreements;

• The increase of a number of investment transactions, including participation of foreign companies.

Департамент Консалтинга, Аналитики и Исследований www.blackwood.ru / E-mail: research@blackwood.ru
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Rental rates and sale prices
Dynamics of average-weighted by area offices rental rate,
$/sq.m per year

In Q1 2013 rental rates posted 2-3% growth and 7% growth
in the most liquid projects. On average, the growth of rates will
be at the level of 1-3% per quarter till the end of the year, consequently, the growth of office property price will reach the forecasted 10-12%.
The rental rates varied from $500 to $1, 500 per sq.m per
year for “A” class office premises, the rates constituted $ 300$1, 200 per sq.m per year in “B+”, “B-” classes (all the rates are
indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX). The average rental rate
reached $1, 000 in “A” class, $750 in “B+” class, $570 per sq.m
in “B-” class. OPEX for the period under consideration
amounted to $50-$300 per sq.m per year for “A” class premises, $75-$145 for “B+”, “B-” classes.

Source: Blackwood Company data

On the whole, the indicators of price for office premises will
remain stable in 2013. According to our forecasts, offices delivery volumes will exceed the analogous index of the past postcrisis years in 2013, thereby mitigating the gap between business activity in the market and new supply increase volumes,
fostering the growth of rental rates.

The price of “A” class office purchase varied from $5, 000 to
$23, 600 per sq.m, and it varied from $2, 000 to $13, 000 per
sq.m for “B” class in the segment of office premises sale and
purchase.

Landmark events and transactions in Q1 2013
In Q1 2013 the investment background of the office real estate market of the Moscow Region stayed favourable, large
transactions were announced:

reach $250 mln. The commissioning of the complex is scheduled for 2014.

▪ Alfa Group investment company - А1 – acquired the shares

▪ At the end of Q1 2013 it was reported about the intention of

of shareholders of GC “Dekra” in the project of a multifunctional complex in Sofiyskaya embankment with the total area
of 47 thous. sq.m. It was reported that the transaction price
reached €35 mln.

Turkish construction holding Renaissance Construction to
become a coinvestor of Viktor Rashnikov, the owner of
Magnitogorsk metallurgical complex (MMC), the project
envisaged the construction of “Russia” tower in MIBC Moscow-City.

In 2013 the situation in the office real estate market will remain stable, accompanied by high business activity and minor
increase of price level. However, objective negative factors
represented by recession in Cyprus, as well as a negative forecast of Russia's Ministry of Economic Development and Trade,
concerning possible economic recession, will be able to modify
a positive forecast for 2013.

▪ BVT-Management and MR Group companies invested
$140 mln. into the construction of BC “Lotos” with the total
area of 118 thous. sq.m (Odesskaya str., 2), Sberbank in
its turn provided another 3 bln. rub. as a credit line.
Therefore, the total volume of investments into the project will

Some transactions concluded in Q1 2013
Buyer/Tenant

Name

Sold/Leased area

Address

Lease
Gazprom

BC “Varshavka Sky”

24, 606 sq. m

118, Varshavskoe highway, bld. 1

INLINE Technologies

BC Skylight

5, 000 sq. m

39, Leningradsky prosp.

Agroholding “Razgulyay”

BC “Diapazon”

4, 225 sq. m

10, 1st Volokolamsky p.

Tilkoff Credit Systems

BP Mirland

7, 300 sq. m

38A, 2nd Khutorskaya str.

Covidien

BC Delta Plaza

2, 700 sq. m

1, 2nd Siromyatnichasky per.

01 Properties

BC “White Square”

74, 000 sq. m

Kaspersky Laboratory

BC “Olympia Park”

70, 000 sq. m

5, Lesnaya
39, Leningradskoe highway, bld.
1,2,3

Sale

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Developers’ high activity was preserved both in Moscow
and in regional markets of professional retail real estate. The
construction of projects in the pipeline was resumed, new projects were announced. Thus, REC projects were announced in
Moscow in the Khoroshevskoe highway and in Kuntsevo. Four
REC projects, measuring more than 100, 000 sq.m (see the
Speadsheet), were announced in regional cities.

During Q1 2013 no large professional retail center was
opened in Moscow. Therefore, the level of high-quality retail
supply remained intact since the end of 2012 and accounted for
6.33 mln. sq.m of the total area (the rentable area—3.2
mln.sq.m). There is no strongly marked dynamics of new supply increase in regional cities. If we speak about large projects,
the opening of only one property took place: 1st stage of REC
“Akvarel” in Volgograd, within the framework of which core tenants’ stores (Auchan, Leroy Merlin, Decathlon, Leonardo,
Uyuterra) were opened. The property is the largest retail center
in Volgograd: its total area reaches 120, 000 sq.m, the rentable
area—92, 000 sq.m.

An important for the Moscow market event was the adopted
by the Moscow Government decision to cancel the construction
of an underground retail and entertainment center, measuring
120, 000 sq.m, on the square of Paveletsky station. Currently a
multilevel parking is planned for erection on the site.

Spreadsheet. Largest projects of retail centers announced in Q1 2013, Moscow and regional cities
Name

Location

Developer

Total / rentable area,
sq.m

Delivery to the market

RC in the
Khoroshevskoe highway

Moscow

TPS-Nedvizhimost

130, 000 / 50, 000

2015

Kuntsevo Plaza

Moscow

Enka Group

245, 000 / n/a

2014

Aero park

Bryansk

Binvest

121, 000 / 84, 000

2013-2015

Aura

Yaroslavl

Renaissance Development

120, 000 / 63, 000

2014

GallereyaTAU

Saratov

TDS

184, 000 / 108, 000

2014

RC in Moskovskaya
str.

Lipetsk

TTC Folium

110, 000 / 60, 000

2014

Source: Blackwood Company data

Demand
During Q1 2013 the Russian market saw two international
brands. Thus, the opening of the first noodles restaurant of
Marugame Japan chain took place in February. A new restaurant occupies 200 sq.m on the one of the most popular retail
corridors of a restaurant profile—Pyatnitskaya street. Café
works in a democratic price segment.

Up to the present moment the chain, accounting for 57
hypermarkets in St.-Petersburg and other regional cities, has
not been present in Moscow and in the region. It should be
noted that the Moscow Region is attractive for retail chains, as
it is characterized by higher population income, however, the
company will face strong competitive impact from such companies as Auchan and Metro Cash&Carry, successfully operating
in the market for a long time.

Moreover, the opening of the store of Danish jewelry chain
Trollbeads, which represented a concept of creation of individual accessories of replacement beads, took place in February.
The store was opened in REC Atrium, the company planned to
open flagman stores in St.-Petersburg and regional million-plus
cities. Large Russian retail operators also preserved high market activity: it was reported in February about the purchase of a
land plot in Solnechnogorsk region of the Moscow Region by
Lenta company for the construction of a hypermarket.
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During Q1 2013 no tangible changes took place in rental
rates level. Taking into account the slowdown of new supply
increase paces, which started in 2012 and was preserved at
the beginning of 2013, as well as announced plans of international retail chains to enter the Russian market, active development of street retail segment could be forecasted.

A gradual growth of rental rates is expected in the most indemand retail corridors of Moscow, which are considered by
retail operators for opening of flagman stores and restaurants—Tverskaya, Pyatnitskaya and other streets.

Spreadsheet. The level of vacant areas and supply rental rates in retail corridors of Moscow at the end of Q1 2013
and in comparison with Q1 2012
Level of vacant
areas, %

Street

Rental rate, $ per sq.m

1.5

Tverskaya street
1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya street

2.0
1.5

Arbat

6.0

Novy Arbat

2.5

Pyatnitskaya str.

1.0

Petrovka

5.5

Garden Ring

2.0

Kutuzovsky pr.

Rental rate, $ per sq.m at the
end of QI 2012

3, 500 – 8, 500

2, 800 – 8, 000

2, 000 – 4, 000

2, 100 – 4, 000

2, 000 – 3, 500

1, 600 – 3, 500

950 – 3, 150

800 – 3, 300

2, 100 – 3, 800

1, 700 – 3, 800

2, 200 – 3, 700

1, 900 – 3, 350

900 – 2, 900

1, 200 – 2, 100

1, 250 – 3, 100

1, 000 – 2, 500

Source: Blackwood Company data

Trends and forecast
The main trend in Moscow and regional retail real estate
markets was the preservation of high developers’ activity in Q1
2013: the construction of properties in the pipeline was resumed, new large projects of regional and superregional scale
were actively announced. It may be forecasted that as new
properties are entering the market, and, consequently, the competition is growing, many projects will be reconsidered or cancelled, that is why no explosive growth of retail real estate supply is expected.

Upon the preservation of retail operators’ high activity in
the Russian market, a further growth of rental rates could be
forecasted in successful professional retail centers and in the
most popular retail corridors.
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Supply
The opening of the Novotel Moscow City hotel in MIBC
Moscow-City, as well as the first capsule hotel Sleepbox Hotel
Tverskaya took place during Q1 2013. As a result, the hotel
fund of the city increased by 410 rooms. Accor group property—Novotel Moscow City—confirmed a new trend of the hotel
market of Moscow: the opening of business hotels took place in
conjunction with large office centers and business districts of
the city, which made it possible for them to achieve high indices
of operational indicators already during the first years.

As far as new projects are concerned, it was reported in Q1
2013 about three new hotels in the Moscow Region. Thus, InterContinental Hotels Group company plans to open a hotel for
250 rooms under Holiday Inn brand in Nagatino i-Land business park in 2014. It may be forecasted that the vicinity of local
demand sources, as well as rather low competition in the surroundings of the new property will contribute to achievement of
high indices of occupancy rate and RevPAR.
Another two new hotels under international operators’ management were announced near Sheremetievo (The Radisson
Blu hotel for 379 rooms, the opening is scheduled for 2014)
and Vnukovo (Four Points by Sheraton for 250 rooms, the
opening is scheduled for 2016) airports. Currently, the provision of airports with hotel rooms may be acknowledged as insufficient.

The opening of the Sleepbox Hotel Tverskaya hotel together with active development of the segment of hostels in
2010-2012 was indicative of diversification of the Moscow hotel
market. This niche is gradually filling with more affordable properties against the background of international operators’ low
activity in the segment of tourist class hotels.

Spreadsheet. The increase of new supply of hotel rooms, QI 2013, Moscow
Name

Address

Class

Number of rooms

Novotel Moscow City

8a, presnenskaya embankment

4*

360

Sleepbox Hotel Tverskaya

27, 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya str.

3*

50

Total

410

Source: Blackwood Company data

International operators’ activity
According to the project participants’ announcements, the
first properties will be launched in Voronezh, Chelyabinsk,
Samara and Novosibirsk. The hotels will be positioned in the
mid– price segment and target mainly business tourists. As the
competition will grow in regional hotel markets, it may be forecasted that new projects will be developed in conjunction with
demand sources. Thus, the construction of the Four Points by
Sheraton hotel for 200 rooms is planned in Krasnodar in the
structure of the project of complex development of territories,
according to which a large exhibition center will be build.

During Q1 2013 the supply of hotel rooms under international operators’ activity in regional cities increased by 334
rooms due to the opening of two hotels in Sochi (see Spreadsheet). Two properties were opened in Krasnaya Polyana ski
resort in the immediate vicinity of 2014 Olympic Games sports
facilities. In general , international operators continue their active development in regional cities. Thus, it was reported about
the joint plans of InterContinental Hotels Group and regional
hotel chain companies to build the chain of 15 hotels under the
brand of Holiday Inn Express brand in Russia till 2019.

Spreadsheet. Delivery of hotels under international operators’ management to the market, QI 2013, regional cities
Name

Address

Class

Number of rooms

Radisson Rosa Khutor

Sochi

4*

181

Mercure Rosa Khutor

Sochi

4*

153

Source: Blackwood Company data
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Trends and forecasts
A continuing growth of the main operational indicators may
be noted as the main trend of the hotel market in Q1 2013. The
occupancy rate of upper segment hotels constituted 70-75%,
and 65% of the market on the whole. RevPAR in the upper
segment market exceeds 4, 000 rub.

The commissioning of several upper segment hotels, including Marriott Novy Arbat (234 rooms) and Kempinski Nikolskaya (210 rooms) is expected in the Moscow market during
2013, however, large increase of supply is expected in the segment of business and democratic hotels: DoubleTree by Hilton
Moscow Leningradsky Riverside (270 rooms), Hilton Garden
Inn Moscow New Riga (162 rooms). Therefore, the aggregate
increase of new supply is expected at the level of more than 1,
500 rooms by the results of the year.
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